
Top of
handset
Use an antiseptic wipe (can be
purchased online) to wipe away
any moisture around the horn
and sensor port cover (below)

Body of
handset
Whenever the body of the I-
neb has liquid spilled on it,
wipe with a clean damp cloth

I-neb Cleaning Guide 
A simplified guide to cleaning and maintaining your I-neb AAD Device
All images below are for illustrative purposes only

Regular maintence 
Your device will need to be given a quick clean regularly to ensure it keeps
operating effectively. Find out how to do this below:

For full information please visit the full user guide here: promixinsupport.com/resources
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Weekly Wash

Routine Wash
Do this after every treatment 

After each use place the mouthpiece, medication chamber,
chamber lid and drug guide (all the parts that have been in
contact with the medication) in the washing basket. Do not
place the I-neb handset under water.

Submerge the basket containing the above parts in a bowl of
warm soapy water (add three drops of liquid detergent). 

Move the basket back and forth in the water for around 30
seconds

Rinse the washing basket containing the parts in soft, distilled
or filtered water. If you have hard water, rinse with water that
has been boiled and allowed to cool. 

Shake off excess water and leave parts to air dry. 

Once per week place the mouthpiece, medication chamber,
chamber lid and drug guide (all the parts that have been in
contact with the medication) in the washing basket. Do not
place the I-neb body under water.

Place and submerge the basket in a pan of soft, distilled or
filtered water with three drops of liquid detergent.

 Then bring the pan of water to a boil. Boil for 10 minutes. 

Allow the water to cool and remove the basket (be careful not
to touch the hot water). 

Rinse the basket containing the parts with soft distilled or
filtered water. If you live in a hard water area, rinse the basket
with water that has passed through a filter or that has been
boiled and allowed to cool..

Shake off excess water and leave the parts to air dry. 

Do this every week or if you've stored the 
I-neb for a long period of time before using again

For full information please visit the full user guide here: promixinsupport.com/resources

~ 5 mins

~ 15-20mins



Daily & Weekly Washing FAQs:

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

Q. Can I place the handset in a steriliser

A. No the handset contains electronics and cannot
be placed in a steam steriliser

Regular Maintenance FAQs:  

Q. Can I use kitchen roll or kitchen cloth
to clean around the top of the handset

A. It is advisable to use antiseptic wipes

Q. Can I wash the handset 
under running water

A. No, the handset contains electronics and 
cannot be cleaned under running water

Q. Can I clean the parts in a steam steriliser?

A. No, the daily and weekly cleaning recommendations for the
drug guide and chamber assembly need to be followed 
to ensure the I-neb continues to work properly

Q. Can I wash the parts under running water?

Q. Can I place the washing
basket in the dishwasher?

A. No, the daily and weekly cleaning
recommendations for the drug guide and
chamber assembly need to be followed to
ensure the I-neb continues to work properly

A. No, place the mouthpiece, drug guide and
medication chamber assembly in the cleaning
basket provided. This will protect all of the parts
during washing. 

Use the Wash
Basket for all daily &

weekly washing



Visit Promixinsupport.com for
further information and resources

 Or scan the QR code below
for the full user guide :
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